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FSIS’s goal is to achieve the maximum
pathogen reduction possible, and none
is judged to be as effective as mandatory
HACCP, the costs of these alternatives
are not relevant. The following six
sections summarize the appraisal of
each alternative.

Status Quo
This option would essentially

continue plant processing controls and
Federal inspection as they are now.
Good plants with adequate methods for
managing process lines would probably
remain under control. The Agency,
under its present authority, cannot shift
resources out of good plants so the
situation of poor performing plants is
unlikely to change. This situation raises
immediate questions about the first
factor—controls production safety
hazards—being met. Experience has
proven that Federal inspection cannot
substitute for management in
establishments which have difficulty
producing safe product consistently.
Also, inspection cannot be as effective
in the current plant environment as in
a process control plant environment.

Status quo does not target industry
and inspection resources at preventing
hazards in areas of highest risk which
leads to the greatest reduction in
foodborne illness (factor two). In
addition, food safety experts,
consumers, and other observers have
told USDA they are not satisfied with
pathogen control by organoleptic
methods as practiced in the present
plant program. Doing nothing new
would perpetuate consumer doubts
about the ability of Federal inspection to
regulate pathogens which is counter to
factor four. Consequently, the
Department has concluded that business
as usual is not an acceptable response
to proven problems with pathogens
associated with meat and poultry
products. Agency public health
responsibilities alone require that more
positive actions be taken.

Intensify Present Inspection
As one alternative to the proposed

mandatory HACCP regulation, FSIS
could intensify its present inspection
system i.e., focus new resources on
suspected areas of risk in each plant.
This approach would assign to FSIS
responsibility for designing, testing and
mandating by specific regulation,
process control systems for all meat and
poultry products with potential safety
hazards. A major flaw with this
approach is the burden of ensuring a
safe product would be placed largely on
FSIS instead of plant managers where it
belongs. Plant management would have
little motivation to become

knowledgeable about process control or
to implement process control systems.

Agency experience with mandating
specific requirements has sometimes
succeeded, where HACCP-like
regulations have been successful in
correcting food safety problems in
certain ready-to-eat products. However,
these controls largely consisted of lethal
heat treatments applied during final
product processing. This approach is
obviously inappropriate for product that
is marketed raw which is most
frequently associated with meat and
poultry foodborne illness.

Thus, intensified regular inspection
fails to meet the primary criterion for
process control, i.e., control production
safety hazards at all stages of meat and
poultry slaughter and processing.
Related to this failing, inspection would
be ineffective without all plants
maintaining process control systems
(factor three.) This option would require
significant resource increases and
results in more of the same type of
Federal oversight which would be more
costly to taxpayers without the payback
of significant reductions in foodborne
illness (factor two). With the burden of
control and monitoring on USDA’s
inspection force rather than plant
managers, industry performance would
be unlikely to improve. Industry growth
would be less certain which is counter
to meeting factor five.

Voluntary HACCP Regulatory Program
A voluntary HACCP program would

not provide reduction of pathogens
uniformly across the processing
spectrum (i.e., many in industry would
choose not to participate) and therefore
would not be sufficient to attain the
necessary reduction in foodborne illness
(factor two).

Voluntary HACCP would be
implemented most frequently in plants
with good processing controls already,
while plants with unsophisticated
controls would be less likely to
participate. The explanation for this
flaw is to be found in simple economics
and, to a large degree, the attitudes of
plant management. Plants with good
processing controls now are most likely
to adopt HACCP voluntarily because
their management understands the
linkage between how a product is
handled during preparation and its
finished quality and safety.

Conversely, plants without good
processing controls today are much less
likely to participate in a voluntary
HACCP program. These plants are more
often operated by management that
lacks the knowledge or motivation to
institute better processing controls.
Nevertheless, it is precisely this group

of low performing plants that FSIS must
reach to attain its public health goal.
Nothing short of a mandatory HACCP
regulatory program will be effective in
bringing processing improvements to
these marginal performers.

The Agency’s regulation permitting
the use of voluntary Total Quality
Control (TQC) Systems provides a
useful analogy to how effective a
voluntary HACCP program would be.
TQC focuses on establishment
responsibility for meeting or exceeding
the standards set by FSIS for all
operations that are conducted in a plant,
including incoming raw materials,
processing procedures, critical limits for
product standards, and action limits for
establishment quality control personnel.
These systems operate under Agency
oversight with an emphasis on timely
and accurate record-keeping and the
necessity for appropriate action to be
taken by an establishment when a limit
set forth in an approved system is met
or exceeded. However, over the last 10
years the number of plants with active
TQC Systems has declined from a high
of around 500 (approximately 8% of all
plants) to the present 351 participating
plants (approximately 5% of all plants).
USDA experience has shown that a
voluntary approach to HACCP would
provide little assurance that a major
portion of meat and poultry products
had been produced under controls
designed to minimize food safety
hazards.

Mandatory HACCP Regulation With
Exemption for Small Establishments

Under this alternative, FSIS would
mandate HACCP; but, provide an
exemption for small establishments as
was done with nutrition labeling.
However, since major goals in
implementing HACCP are to improve
processing controls and plant
performance across all of industry
(factor one) as a means to achieve
foodborne illness reductions (factor
two), this option is inherently flawed by
exemption of plants that perform the
least process control. USDA inspection
experience shows that some of the small
establishments which would be
exempted under this option have
particular difficulties maintaining
control over their processing system.

While it is true that small
establishments produce a minimal
amount of the total meat and poultry
supply, they do produce a full range of
products, including those most
frequently associated with foodborne
illness from the meat and poultry
supply.

This option also fails on factor three—
provide more effective inspection. Two


